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SEELOWE: The German Invasion of Britain  
 
July 1940 Scenario 
 
Been meaning to get this to the table for a while. I mean really, a while. I had it set up in my attic next to a window and did not get up there for months. This had 
the effect of bleaching the counters sufficiently so that when I thought about trying it, I found it difficult to distinguish between the faded grey German counters 
and the faded olive British counters. Luckily, Kerry Anderson of the SPI Wrecking Yard still had a set of custom counters which I purchased from him. So, the 
counters are not original (I still have them, faded and all) if you notice a difference. 
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I am trying this scenario because I find it most interesting. I think had the Germans tried it going early when they still seemed invincible made the most sense. 
Their army did not get any stronger each day, it weakened itself and eroded daily. I think only a quick strike demoralizing Britain had any slim chance of success. 
You can disagree, good for you, it is all hypothetical anyway.
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Turn 1-Automatic clear 
German: We land from Colchester to Yarmouth, air targets the larger and more mobile forces disrupting the largest. No mech on the ground. 
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British: Abysmal activation rolls, our air concentrates on 62nd rgmt and misses. Our active units move to limit the Hun. Our disrupted unit recovers. 
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Turn 2 – Rough weather – no beach landings. 
German: We lose an air unit attacking the 52nd Arm Bde, we again disrupt 3rd Division, an attack on the 4th Div fails. We expand our lodgment moving inland.
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British: Neither reinforcement activates. We are more successful in activating the units on the map. The RAF attacks the landing echelon, forcing the 17th Arm 
rgmt to return to France. (For this I rolled for success and then, if successful, randomized the unit effected.) We attack the 62nd Mt rgmt at the southern end of 
the perimeter BR (since defenders are retreated first the defenders without a legal retreat path are eliminated.) The mech forces plug the gap, had to resist 
breaking into the German rear, cannot afford to lose the armor this early. The 3rd Div removes disruption. 
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Turn 3 – Clear Weather 
German: We air in a supply unit and land our reinforcements. The British 3rd Div is again disrupted, as is the 62nd AR Bde. The 2nd AR rgmt is repulsed at 
Cambridge BR by the 45th Bde (I am ruling that the defenders may ignore the Br result, as their part of it is a Dr which can be ignored per rule). The 50th Rgmt is 
repulsed by the 8th Div. 3rd wave embarks. 
 
No Picture 
  



British: All reinforcements successfully activate. About half of the remaining units activate. Air attacks fail. We build a defensive line, rail reinforcements in 
beyond the maximum supply range of German logistics next turn and successful recover from disruption. 
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Turn 4 – Rough weather – port landings only 
German: At this point I am going to cease with the action by action replay and zoom out. Air attacks will continue to concentrate on mobile forces. We will 
attempt to punch a hole in the British center, the limiting factor being the glacial pace of supply unit progress towards the front. An EX costs us a valuable armor 
regiment for a weak infantry brigade. We lose another unit in an EX, a bad turn for us. 4th wave embarks. 
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British: Reinforcements fail to activate. All units but one activates. The RAF again fails to be effective. We set up our defensive lines. Mixed results on disruption 
recovery. 
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Turn 5 – Clear 
German - It is become pretty obvious that given the low movement rates of the supply units the German advances will be mainly coastal in nature and the thrust 
of German offensives will have to be there. We eliminate the 4th Div which had no retreat path. No breakthrough on the London Front and supplies are critical 
there. 5th wave embarks. 
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British: We counterattack north of London. We isolate the German forces near London with the 52nd Armored Bde. 
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Turn 6 – Clear weather, barely. 
German: We land a supply on the beach near Southend. We can fly a supply in, but will wait, as the landing hexes are far from the front for that. We will have to 
burn a supply to break through to the forces approaching London. We eliminate the impinging armor, but suffer another unfavorable infantry EX. We have 
assembled a formidable, combined arms force approaching London, but must get supply to them for the start of next turn. (They are in supply for the rest of this 
turn as they started the turn in supply.) 6th wave embarks. (There really should be a track for this or a wave counter that can move to the appropriate wave on 
the game turn record, I know because I type it.) 
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British: Reinforcement activates. We build our defense, keeping the 3rd Div (8-8) in city hexes which are immune from air attack. With our armor unit gone we 
cannot exploit. 
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Turn 7 – Rough Seas, Low Visibility 
German: Well we had had a good run of weather. Our part of our spearhead is out of supply as we cannot land a supply unit at Southend Beach due to weather. 
We burn another supply unit and eliminate a British infantry unit. No breakthrough (in this game breakthroughs are not as devastating as you would think, even 
if the spearheads go forward, they will likely out run supply almost immediately and are banned from attacking if out of supply.) 
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British: No air cuts both ways. Reinforcements all activate. No attacks. 
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Turn 8 – Clear 
German – Lost two air in attacks. We have broken through south of Cambridge. 
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British- Both German armored regiments spearheading the breakthrough are disrupted by the RAF. We eliminate an armored regiment, the breakthrough 
turning into a meeting engagement. 
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Turn 9 – Rough Seas, Low visibility 
German: At this point it is moot, more combat power would be nice, but we are down to five supply units, so that is five turns of attacking at most. 
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We have our logistics in place and will attempt to shatter the British line and break out. The entrained unit suffers a Dr, which appears permissible, but cannot 
retreat due to enemy ZoC and is eliminated. The British line ruptures. 
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British: Time to counterattack. We isolate the German panzers in the West End of London. 
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Turn 10 – Clear 
German – Most of our armor is isolated. Our air manages to disrupt a defender as we will attempt to reestablish our breakthrough. We reopen the front, but 
with a costly EX. 
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British – Time to cut off the Huns again. We reestablish our lines, tenuous though they may be. 
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Southend Partisans EX a supply unit. 
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Turn 11 – Clear 
German: We will continue to nurse our breakthrough. Air attacks disrupt British units East and West of London. We pry open a supply path and breach the 
Thames east of London. 
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British – We must strike back. We do not make enough progress, fighting continues in London proper. 
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Turn 12 – Rough, reduced visibility 
German – Based on the location of our logistics units, we have one attack on London remaining. Our last supply unit will be out of reach of London by the end of 
the game. We will see how the air attacks to and then decide if this is our turn to attack. We retake Cambridge, we eliminate the 3rd Div (8-8) cutting off its 
retreat. We continue to encircle London. 
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British – The good news is the Germans are out of supply units near London, the bad news is that they are in London. We eliminate a small armored regiment 
north of London, the Colchester partisans eliminate by EX the last German supply unit on the island, except for those units within three hexes of a beach which 
are unsupplied, all German units in Britain are now isolated. (I will amend this to allowing those units within three hexes of a German port to be unsupplied 
rather than isolated.) 
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Turn 13 – Rough seas 
German: All units isolated except those withing three hexes of a beach/port held by the Germans. No attacks permitted due to the supply situation. 
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British: Time for some payback. Partisans provide a supply pat for the isolated unit in London. One RAF unit is lost. We eliminate an infantry regiment on the east 
side of London. 
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Turn 14 – Rough Seas moot 
German – not much to do, trying to hang on. (I am going to allow the counting of London hexes as counting towards port hexes.) The air force disrupts the only 
exposed units. 
British. The reinforced RAF disrupts all three targets, the partisans EX the paras outside of Colchester, fighting continues in London 
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Turn 15 – Rough Seas 
German – we disrupt the exposed British unit. 
British – We eliminate the Germans in North London and push them out of East London = 1.0 
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Victory Points 
 
I show five German ports (counting the one London hex still held as a port),  
42 un-isolated German factors/32 British factors is >1.0  
which is a German substantive victory,  
if we just count port hexes and not London, then it is a German marginal victory. 
 
In Summary: 
 
Keep an eye on your logistics, folks. Airpower is also key for the Germans. I was probably too passive as the Brits and should have better planned counterattacks. 
In this game the weather was kind to the Germans and the RAF was not as effective as the Luftwaffe (all die roll determined). I think this scenario but landing 
next to the 8-8 and attacking it with flanking on the first turn after disrupting it by air may be a good strategy. The biggest constraint as the German landing 
where we did here is the supply line is simply too long. A more concentrated strike would be more effective in my opinion. The factors favor the Germans. 
 
 
  



The butcher's bill: 
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